June 26, 2017—CMAST Web Application

Improvements and Modifications:

This update includes these improvements and modifications on the CMAST Web Application. This release only affects the Bid Report and Label Certificate processes. Key changes include:

- Added the ability to retrieve a Supplemental Information Report, which displays only specified size ratings; separate from the Bid Report generation process.
- Modified the Bid Report to display only NFRC Standard Size ratings.
- Updated the Project Screen in the CMAST web to display only NFRC Standard Size ratings.
- Updated the Label Certificate Screen in the CMAST web to display only NFRC Standard Size ratings.
- Modified content appearing on the label certificate Supplemental Information Report to say “at specified size”.

Known issues in this update:

There are no known issues associated with this update.

How to get this update:

This update will be available on June 26, 2017 via the CMAST Web Application.